
God Is In This Place!?!
Shabbat Vayetze, Nobember 24, 2017/7 Kislev 5778

The idyllic scene portrayed by Norman Rockwell in his painting Freedom From

Want shows a smiling group of young and old gathered around an impeccably set

Thanksgiving table as a perfectly browned, beautifully plattered turkey is carefully set

down like a festive offering upon an altar. Ah, Thanksgiving! For some, mere mention of

the holiday stimulates memories of mouthwatering aromas and flavorsome tastes:

savory sides, decadent desserts, way too much food and abundant leftovers. For some,

mere mention of the word Thanksgiving arouses memories of getting up early as a kid

to watch the Macy’s parade live from NY, or year after year making a turkey centerpiece

out of a potato adorned with toothpick legs and construction paper feathers. For some,

mere mention of the word Thanksgiving conjures up loving memories of times spent

with family and friends and profound expressions of gratitude. For others, mere mention

of the word Thanksgiving causes excessive discomfort, not digestive heartburn from

gluttonous overeating, but heartache from strained relationships that are exacerbated

when we find ourselves thrust into challenging and uncomfortable situations. In his

painting Freedom From Want, Norman Rockwell depicted the happy Thanksgiving

scenario. But we know that what’s on the flip side is not so cheery. That depiction is one

of family discord and dysfunction. It’s acute pre-and post-Thanksgiving anxiety. It’s the

din of who’s squabbling with whom in the kitchen. It’s the pain of who’s kicking who

under the table. It’s the interminable silence or the intense bickering during a very long

car ride home.

This week’s parasha, Vayetze, describes the fallout of a particular family’s

unfortunate discord. You know the backstory even without my naming names. It

involves a bowl of lentil soup, a birthright sold for the asking price, and parents who play
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favorites. In this week’s episode of the unfolding family drama, Jacob, having been

advised by his mother Rebecca to leave home for a while his brother Esau simmers

down, sets out from Be’er Sheva and heads to Haran where, supposedly, he’ll find

refuge with his mom’s family. On the way, Jacob comes upon a certain place and stops

there for the night. Taking one of the stones, he puts it under his head as a pillow and

lays down. Falling asleep, he dreams of a stairway set on the ground, its top reaching to

the sky (a stairway to heaven!), upon which angels of God are going up and down.

Jacob sees God standing beside him. He hears God say to him: "I am Adonai, the God

of your father Abraham and the God of Isaac: the ground on which you are lying I will

assign to you and to your offspring. Your descendants shall be as the dust of the earth;

you shall spread out to the west and to the east, to the north and to the south. All the

families of the earth shall bless themselves by you and your descendants. Remember, I

am with you: I will protect you wherever you go and will bring you back to this land. I will

not leave you until I have done what I have promised you." Jacob wakes up from his

sleep and says, "Surely Adonai is present in this place, and I did not know it!"

 On Thanksgiving morning, I returned from the land promised by God to Jacob

and to his descendants. For me, being in Israel is a blessing for which I am extremely

thankful. Each time I visit I experience a moment of spiritual reawakening, an epiphany

of  d®¤G ©d mF wÖ ©A d½̈eŸd§i Ẃ¥i Æo ¥k ῭  achen yeish Adonai bamakom hazeh, surely God is in this

place! Many people associate this sense of God’s presence most keenly with Jerusalem

and in Jerusalem, most precisely with the area near the Temple Mount, specifically the

Western Wall. It’s almost as if there’s a sign saying, “God is in this place and you should

know it!” One could assume that in this place, more so than any place on earth, people
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would conduct themselves with behavior appropriate to the setting: awe, respect, an

awareness that of all God’s creatures are created mi¦dŸl¡̀ m¤l¬¤v §A b’tzelem Elohim, in the

Divine image. Unfortunately, that’s not the case. 

Last Sunday was Rosh Chodesh Kislev, the first day of the Hebrew month Kislev,

a month of light and enlightenment as we anticipate the celebration of Chanukah

beginning on the 25th. As they do almost every month, Women of the Wall held its Rosh

Chodesh gathering at the Kotel to welcome in the new month. Since I was in Jerusalem,

I couldn’t pass up the opportunity to pray with them. Draped in my tallit, I gathered with

the other women in a area specially barricaded for our protection. There was extra

police presence this month in response to an altercation that occurred days before on

the eve of the ordination of the 100th Reform Rabbi in Israel. From the start, our worship

was disrupted by heckling, screamin, whistle blowing and shrieking, not only from

Ultra-Orthodox men and boys, but also from Ultra-Orthodox women and girls, some of

whom were veiled with scarves so as not to be identifiable from video footage shot by

Women of the Wall and other Israeli and international camera crews. The cacophony of

discord was overwhelming, but we were not deterred. Though we didn’t have a Torah

scroll (it was confiscated at the security checkpoint), a klaf, a sheet of parchment with

the Torah reading, successfully was smuggled through, as was a beautiful wooden yad,

hidden in one woman’s thigh-high boot. I was exceedingly honored to recite the first

aliyah and, at the conclusion of the service, to sing in full voice Israel’s national anthem,

Hatikvah, especially the words  epvx`a iyteg mr zeidl l’hiyot am chofshi b’artzeinu, to

be a free people in our land. Throughout the hour and a half service, a refrain from this

week’s Torah portion played like a loop in my mind in reaction to the obnoxious behavior
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exhibited by the hecklers and screamers, only I added a question mark to what’s usually

understood as a declarative statement: d®¤G ©d mF wÖ ©A d½̈eŸd§i Ẃ¥i Æo ¥k ῭  achen yeish Adonai

bamakom hazeh? Is God truly in this place?

It’s sad that as Israel approaches the 70th anniversary of its founding, the dream

“to be a free people in our land” is denied by some Jews to other Jews. The power held

in Israel’s government by the Ultra-Orthodox is both abusive and disproportionate since

the Ultra-Orthodox represent only 8% of Israel’s total population. I’ve spoken about this

dynamic discord before and I probably will again until the government figures out how to

balance being a democratic Jewish State with being a Jewish democratic State. 

While I’m appalled by the public Jew versus Jew conflict in Israel, on a person to

person level things are different. Last Friday evening, my son Sam and I davened in a

tiny Orthodox synagogue in his neighborhood. It was standing room only. No one asked

if we were Reform, Conservative or Orthodox. Although my wedding ring was plainly

visible, no one thrust a schemata at me, scolding me to cover my head. No one

commented on the length my skirt or the depth of my neckline. Why? Because it just

didn’t matter. What mattered was that we were a community of Jews welcoming

Shabbat and celebrating our Jewish heritage. It was the most glorious experience!

And on Tuesday another experience sustained my faith that person to person

contact makes a positive difference on the path to resolving the Jew verses Jew conflict

in Israel. Thanks to our prayers for m ¤W«̈B ©d ci ¦xFnE ©gE «xd̈ ai ¦X ©n  mashiv haru’ach u’moreed

hagashem, it was raining buckets in Israel. Unfortunately, there’s no protection from the

rain in the women’s section at the Western Wall. Already soaking wet and cold from my
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walk to the Kotel, I wanted a reprieve from the blessed rain. There is a place for women

to pray indoors at the Kotel, but it’s difficult to get to. It’s above a site that’s reserved for

men inside a cave (the ultimate Jewish man-cave!). The only way for women to access

this area is by going through the entrance to the Kotel Tunnel Tours, which requires a

paid admission – except if you want to pray. So I conjured up some chutzpah and asked

the guard in the best Israeli pronunciation I could muster: lltzdl ick qpkidl xyt`

?miypd zxfra efshar l’hikaneis k’dei l’hitpaleil ba’ezrat hanashim? Can I enter to pray in

the women’s section? It worked like a charm and he waived me through. There were a

dozen or so women praying here. Below us a large group of Chasidic boys, who looked

to be around 5 or 6 years old, were being led in the morning prayers by their teachers

who patiently intoned the sing-song recitations. It was adorable, and many of us women

leaned against the glass partition to watch and to join with them, silently of course. I

proficiently followed along until, at the very end, they threw in a psalm that was not in

my siddur. I knew the words, but flipped through the siddur searching for it. Gently, the

woman standing next to me tapped me on the shoulder and pointed to where it was in in

her siddur. I smiled at her and thanked her, and we each went back to our own

davening. Why was this remarkable? Because here I was wearing pants, wedding ring

visible but no head covering, and she was gracious enough to stop what she was doing

to assist me. What popped into my mind again were the words from the Torah portion,

but this time with the intended punctuation: d®¤G ©d mF wÖ ©A d½̈eŸd§i Ẃ¥i Æo ¥k ῭  achen yeish Adonai

bamakom hazeh, surely God is in this place and I know it!

God’s promise to Jacob to bring him and his descendants back to the land of

Israel has been fulfilled. Unfortunately, God never described to Jacob what that promise
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would look like. This story still is unfolding and even we who live outside the State of

Israel are very much a part of it. While we can be thankful that the State of Israel exists,

that’s not enough. It’s like saying on Thanksgiving that we’re grateful for our family and

for our friends and forour community. Fabulous, but what does it mean to be part of a

family or a friendship or a community? It means having an active role and a personal

investment in that relationship. The same is true when it comes to Israel. The

descendants of Jacob are a large family and like every family, we have moments when

not everyone gets along. This, unfortunately, is one of those moments, but I have hope

that it won’t always be this way. By engaging civilly in dialogue, by understanding each

other’s sensibilities and deeply held convictions, by getting to know one another as

individuals rather than through assumptions and stereotypes, by agreeing to respectfully

disagree, I believe that we can find a comfortable and healthy way to live side by side

for the welfare of all. One day, when Israel as a nation is a little more mature, I think this

extended family mishegas will be worked out. And on that day we’ll all be able to say

convincingly and with confidence: d®¤G ©d mF wÖ ©A d½̈eŸd§i Ẃ¥i Æo ¥k ῭  achen yeish Adonai bamakom

hazeh, surely God is in this place and I and everyone else knows it because it is seen

and felt and heard.  May this day come very, very soon!
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